We welcome the return of Bob Hetzel and the renewal of
PFC-8 Henry Frankel from our members Service Fund. Good luck & good DXing.

CP3 & CP38-La Paz Bolivia Here is an outstanding DX catch and here is the
story. WFFB-KGER are both schedule to be on all during this DX. However
KGER has agreed to sign off from 5:15 AM EST to allow DXers in the west
to log this station. Had we known of the frequency of this one, we would
have chosen another hour. Al contested CPX in La Paz and got his answer
from CP3 instead. We expected CPX on 1300 kc to DX but it is to be CP3 on
1390. Try at 5 and see if they are breaking thru-this is only a 250 watt
station and if they're coming thru it will be one of the best veries in
your entire collection.

TGO-TGOA-Guatemala City. Guat. There is a question as we go to press as to
whether or not TGO will carry this program. The Spanish verb "sintonizar"
means either "to broadcast" or "to synchronize" so they say that TGOA on
SW with either broadcast the program or it will be synchronized on TGOA
along with TGO. An airmail letter has been sent by Al to beg them to use
TGO on 1140 kc, so let's give them a try on both freq and here is the QRA.
Manuel Gonzalez U. 12 Calle y 4A Avenida, Radiodifusoras Guatemaltecas,
Guatemala City, Guatemala.

CMHK-Cruces Cuba They have said inveries they'll be on from 3-4 but we hav
endeavored to get them to change to 4-5 in order not to conflict with the
tog show, so try both hours. This program is to be dedicated to us and they
come in well and promise to verify too. We do not have the name of the verie
signer so just send rpts to the station. We are happy to have this dedica-
tion from our good neighbors in the Antilles. Arr by Al Bartholomew.

KPG-Wenatchee Wash This station is very anxious to hear from our members
all over the country, so let us be sure to listem and report. Mr. J W Wal-
lace KPG's General Manager has even obtained permission from the FCC to
use the non-directional antenna to insure better results and WIND will be
silent and the channel should be clear. Thank you for all your efforts,
Mr. Wallace and good reception for KPG. Arranged by Ernest R Cooper.

KGER-Long Beach Calif. Mr. C Merwin Dobyns, Owner and General Manager of
Station KGER has agreed to remain silent from 5-5:15 AM EST in order that
you members can tune in CP3 on Feb 21st. Although Mr. Dobyns says they have
a very popular record program on during that time he is very happy to re-
linquish fifteen minutes of it to aid the DXers. Also says he is an old
DXer 10 these 25 years. Thanks to you Mr Dobyns from all us NRCers.
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WFBL-Syracuse,N Y WFBL will s/off at 5 AM on the morning of the 21st of Feb at which time we will make a short announcement for the benifit of our listeners as to the reason for the delay in starting our regular program at 5:15 AM. We will also include in the announcement information relative to your DX activity so that members of your club can use this short announcement for tuning purposes. Immediately upon the conclusion of this announcement WFBL will cut its carrier and remain silent until 5:15 AM at which time we will again sign on and resume our normal program. Signed by Alfred R Marcy, Chief Engineer, WFBL.

To all members. I believe that with the swell cooperation from both WFBL and KGER, a letter thanking them is very much in order. It is something that will show both stations ours and your appreciation. So sit down and drop that line to the signers of the letters from WFBL and KGER, NOW.

KCS CALL REMARKS
556 .... Beromønster, Switz hrd weakly 1:15-1:30 AM on 2/3 (Nichols)
570 WMCA New York, NY due to start alcnite soon with new series of 1-6 AM program called "All Thru The Night" (Nichols-E Cooper)
590 CMCY Havana, Cuba RHC-Cadena Azul, Prade y Carcel-A T Velasca, Pres. Hrd 2/12-Mdt-1:01 s/off in English. Very strong (Johanns)
625 TIPG San Jose, C.R. "La Voz de la Victor" Apartado 225, Perry Girton, Gerente is signer, 2500 watts (R-Lilley)
640 CMHQ Santa Clara is back here on this freq for a spell. (Duggan)
650 ????? Spick had this freq covered at 12:05 AM s/off about 12:10 with a Prayer in English. Thought I had C.R., mentioned 2/10 (Stassen) above. (Stassen)
810 CMKU I believe this station is here instead of 970 kcs (Duggan)
850 KFuo St Louis, Mo hrd 2/2 7:07-7:32 AM. Will have DX in (Phil)
920 WBBB Burlington, N C signs on 5:30 AM daily EX SUN (Duggan)
960 WNEL San Juan, P R will move here from 1320 kcs. (Dick Cooper)
1004 . . . . Bratislava, Czech hrd 1AM, tkn s/off to 1:30, fade out on 2/1 (Phil)
1070 TINBC San Jose, C R "La Voz de la Democrocia" 2 KW. (R-Lilley)
1150 CMCQ Havana, Cuba seems to be station on Channel in Havana (Lefty)
1167 .... Monte Ceneri, Switz hrd 1AM s/off, fade out 1:30 on 2/6 (Nichols)
1200 PRB-6 Sao Paulo, Brazil. Definite verie rec by airmail 2/9; QRA Radio Cruzeiro Do Sul S/A-Praca Patriarca, 26-3. Sao Paulo. Signer is Godoy Prado, Director; (Fran Burnham)
1204 AFN Le Havre, France. Weak byt clear 1:32-2:13 AM on 2/1 (Nichols)
1213 . . . . Lille France good most AMs after 12:30 AM (Phil Nichols)
1230-3 KGAK Gallup, N Mex supposed to start 2/9; E I Gemoets, c.e. (Nichols)
WITH Baltimore, Md hrd announce as being on 7 days a week alright and with no sign off on Tuesday mornings-AMEN (Burnham)
CJBG W Palm Beach, Fla hrd on F/C 2/12 3:30-3:45. Said they’ll verify Clovis, N Mex hrd 1/26 announce that Music from Sunshine State would be Thurs nite-FRI AM from now on. (Burnham)
1249 AFN Munich-AMO 205 NYC, good speaker volume often after 12:30 (Phil)
1250 CKSB St Boniface, Manitoba will start in April with 1 KW (D Cooper)
1294 . . . . Linz, Austria(KOFA or Red-White & Red) hrd several AMs as early as 12:50 AM, better after 1 AM (Nichols) / (D Cooper)
1300 KPOR Brawley, Calif should be testing soon-Start operating in February
1310 WDOC Chattanooga, Tenn hrd on new pro of records 2:30 AM-2/10 (Stassen)
1340 KVSP Santa Te, N Mex ON DX 2/12 6:00 EST till Feb 24th as from wire from Chas Renningam, c.e. Would appreciate rpts from members if they happen to be able to tune in KVSF. (Edge) EV AM TILL 2/24
WKRZ Oil City, Pa Hrd 2/9-10-12 testing between 2-5 AM. Cards in the press (verie cards) R E Shettler, c.e. (Johanns-Nichols-Sully)
WWPG Palm Beach, Fla F/C 4th MON 1-1:30 AM C L Walker, c.e. (Johanns)
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KCS CALL REMARKS
1348 APN Bremen, Germany good 1:32-2:07 AM; GI Jill etc. Hrd 2/3 (Nichols)
1355 OMKY Puerto Padre, Cuba hrd here early evenings with nice sig (Burnham)
1357 .... Milan Italy hrd 2/6 s/on at 1AM with short musical selection followed by news in Italian till 1:10, music till 2, then faded out. Excellent 4-7 signal at s/on (Burnham) /Nichols
1365 .... French station believed to be Dijon, maybe Nice 1:20-2:36 AM
1390 KGER Long Beach, Calif. Will sign off 2/21 for our CP-3 DX, so send that you card or letter to C Merwin Dobyns, Gen Man.
WFBL Syracuse, NY will also sign off 2/21 for our CP-3 DX, so also send that you card or letter to Alfred R Marcy, Chief Engineer. It's to show your appreciation for their swell cooperation. (Edge-Lefty Cooper)

1393 .... Lyons, France Lyons 2 good many AMs from 12:30-2 (Nichols)
1400 WSRR Stamford, Conn may soon change call, (NNRC) (E Cooper)
1450 WJHL Muscle Shoals, Ala seems to test EV SAT 4:30-4:45 Hrd 2/9 (Burnham)
WKYL Concord, N H hope to start by late April (D Cooper)
KBNE Boulder, City, Nev vs C Applegate, Mgr. s/off 1 AM (Duggan)
KVAK Atchinson, Kan s/off 1:AM, tested 2/1 for Kansas City (Johanns)
WTBO Cumberland, Md No sked F/C test occ on Mon 1-2 AM (Johanns) CE is 1:30, 2/9 XET.
1490 WBNF Durham, N C hrd F/C thru mess 2/12 3:50-4:44 AM (Johanns)/D Jeffries
1494 BFN A BFN station here listed as in Rome, Italy hrd around 1 AM on many AMs but unable to split freq good here (Nichols)
1500 XEBG Tijuana B Cfa P.O. Box 94, Nestor, Calif is QRA and is heard to 3AM with good signals. (Nichols)

Ralph Johannes-Buffalo N Y To Duffy Hrd same thing on 1395-FBIS lists only Lyons & Angers, France no QRA. (See Burnham's Rpt) To Maley Quite a few Junior members need dope even Lefty needs KG1W and I like complete Spick QRAs Quite a few power changes on file with FCC even WCPO has application-days on 630, also WFM wants 5KW D/N on 630 kc. Wish they would take WITH-WKXL-WWSSW there, why not put all nighters on low freq? 2/12 KKV hrd on alline with music & strike news; WORD not satisfied with 5AM s/on, puts on queer test 4:15-4:33; WADC checks 4:50; WRRF as sked; WAIJR on top with YL from WLVA 4:30-5; WRL 2:55-3:10; CMQ strong on 630; WEAF s/off 1:05; TGW 640 s/off in keeping with 12/16 and WKRF test alline keeping rest of 1340 dry drowned; 2/11 WPAT with Ted Webb with good DX, Lefty their phone nr is Armory 3-400; WAGC tested 3:05-3:19; WWSSR 2-2:15 and seems to be usual date and time; 2/10 CMCF Radio O Shean, Havana strong-clear 6-7 AM; 2/9 XET P.O. Box 202 on request program with English hrd 4AM; WMBR s/off 4:04 to ret at 6; Sun Spots sure were heck for 3 days but verie a little better; KFUO a letter & EKKO & Program; WDEL nice letter head, also card with seal; WTBO by CE who is Asst E for VRC and is freq visitor to Buffalo. KUTA nice blue card in envelope; HOK in Red Letters on plae yellow card, by Wm G Hill; WCPO card with Green call on 24 hour clock and 2 red globes by ce mentioning 1-6 club; WJHL a red-orange card by OK Garland, ce for 1/11 6:10-6:30 AM in clear thru WRNL; KXLA 24 hr station a plain paper, blue mineo undated unsigned acknowledgement by the Staff; so guess better wait a while till new stationery is there. Here's a verie for May 3 1945 KPAS a test rpt; KVAK nice letter by DE possibly a DX for us; 2/13 WHIZ very good on DX.

Eric Bristow-Chicago Ill Got WPAT then parked on 1450 and hrd KNET-KRBC-WM-
KABC for new ones for me. Rec nice letter from Ruben E Larson, Dir of HCJB altho it was 2 days late. Was home with cold and did not get up. Hrd 3 SW stations of HCJB about year ago and sent all rpts in one. Got prepared letter back from WKEW today and got CHLT-KCOK a few days ago. Also hrd KG1 in Alburquerque on special test for first time since 1941. Wrote for lit on Ernie Pile as he lived there at one time. (OK E"ic hope yourr colds better)
Few veries since last rtp, KWLM nice letter for 1/29 at 3:16; CKRM for DX and KALL at last with plain Gov post card. All 3 good ones and fill in missing spaces in log. Off work 1/31-2/3 inc and found TAs coming thru loud; 1/31 Rpted Frenchie-1365 which I think is Dijon, any be on 1366 kc - KCOR testing all AM sent dup rpts to Toulouse and Lille direct, TXF FRAN. 2/1 Got AFN-LeHarve Loud enough to copy at least, also hrd guttural language and music on 1004 kc for 1/2 hr whom I think is Bratislava, Czech according to FOC, so rpted. Found XEBG; 1560 kc running to 3 and ann QRA as P.O. 94 Nestor, Calif; 2/3 AFN-Bremen very weak on 0348 for rtp, wonder I didn't run into them before, also rpt to Beromunster-556 and sent along old copy of Sottens rtp, both to Berne, QRA. 2/6 rpted Nice, France-1185 as early as 12:40 AM and 1:10 rpted Monte Ceneri-1167 kc. Rpts out to 16 different TAs including some 7 new countries. Total of 35 rpts out and veries at 1271, so should pass goal of 1300. Other TAs noticed with good volume were Lille-1213; AFN Munich-1249; Toulouse-913; Lyons-#2 on 1395 kc; Lopik-995 and by a verie has been rec by an NNRGer from Lopik already; BLA1 and BLA2-Rennes-1040; EAJ8-1063; Bordeaux-1077 and Colgne-1330; One I would like to get is a British Forces Network station listed as in Rome, Italy on 1484, have hrd them a little after IAM but due to severe QRM from 1480-1490 kcs haven't got enough for rtp. TXN to Bartholomew Burnham for help on TAs also Pat Reiley for his ideas on new dup calls such as XEAW-WPOR-WMBC-WARD; WXLS blanketed out 3-4 by double carrier with dead center on 850 kc. Phoned Carl Horton who in turn phoned WHDH but no answer, so evidently wasn't WHDH. Too bad as it was a good morning and we might have had a good chance. HCJB couldn't get a thing on 974 kc so copied little on 4107 and wrote tx note. Now learn from Earl Roberts-NNRGer in Indianapolis he got em fairly well on 992 kcs instead. Live & Learn Phil.

Vince Stassen - Philadelphia PA Have 186 veries. Rpts now out to WPAT-WORK-WTSP-KFH-WLDS-KFAB-KFGQ-WOW-WGR-WGAR-KCOR-KUSD-WAGE-KABC. Few of these are daytime rpts, WPAT-WORK. Seems like stations are verifying slow. TXN RALPH for plug in DX NEWS. Have hrd total of 537 stations but just going to count veries from now on. 2/6 Hrd KCOR, had spanish music and was going to pass up but recalled Ralph sent card saying he hrd em testing so I listened for few minutes and caught english ann and noted for next 15-20 min they used Spick ann. Oh HCJB was lousy, couldn't get enough for rtp but did hear them, line noise and their sig was abt S 2-3 and I got them on about 990 kcs. Don't think this receiver if off. (Your right Vince they were in the 990s someplace-Pop) About Canadian Stamps, I will have some here withing the next 2 weeks, it requires 4c return postage from Canada-Pop.

Bob Duggan - Macon GA Veries in from WHIZ-CFQI(letter)-WPRO-CHLT-WBBB-WIGM-KBNE by airmail-KIUP-KERV-WKEU (Yes WKEU-nertz) Rpts out to only XET-KCOR-KEMC-KGER all 22nd rpts; Promised not to divulge name of WKEUs signer on 1/28 F/C if he would verify, I sent a prepared card. My follow up to CFQR got me a nice letter from the CE for verification and those cards do not verify. HCJB nor Guayquil were hrd on their DXes altho 4:07 was OK. Too much XEK & WAAT on 970 QRM, too much WLW on 700 kc. The CMQ-RHC networks s/on at 5:30 AM Sundays mostly in clear; CMKU on 970 is not heard but a CMQ xmt is on 810 kc (not so strong) Therefore, I think that CMKU is probably on 810. Also there is an RHC xmt on 720. I have not been able to identify it yet, but I hope to do so soon. No HCJB on 974 and times I thought I hrd 695 in Guayquil. 4107 kc was weaker than usual. DX Bad here.

Ted Salling - Estacada OR Varies from KEMA-KRDF-WPAD-WBBB-CKRM-WAGC. Total now 204; Rpts to WTVJ hrd F/C 1/28; CKLN & CMHK on DX; WKEU-F/C-1/28 3:29-3:47; CFQC on DX; KCOR test 3:35-3:45 on 1/31 & KGAM test 3:45-4:05 on 2/1 Unable to hear DXes from KPW-CFAB-WASK-WATN-WXLS & worked thru HCJB DX. Letter from CHLT says they will DX on 26th of Feb or Mar on completion of 1 kW rig, simultaneously with CKTS. KOOS now on alnite & KTRB till 4AM. KICA hrd after 3:30 AM on FRI and said was change of sked.
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BILL DAVIDSON—GREAT LAKES ILL. Got my Hallicrafters "Sky Buddy" from home and its still on the beam. Tried to locate Junior Carberry but no go (Nope Bill Junior was discharged Jan 5th—Pop) Plan to visit some of the Chicago gang soon. Work several nites a week and have my radio with me so manage to DX quite a bit. Antenna is usually no longer than 29 ft and I get amazing results. KGIN and XEEB s/off 3AM, latter on from 9PM previous day with English programs; KEVE s/off 3:05; KTMS at 2:15 s/off; KVOR at 1:30; KGLO at 1:05; KFBB at 1:30; KFIP at 1:05; KIDO off 2AM; WGES at 1, these all s/off times. KABC hrd testing on 680 2-3 AM several days with 50 W; KGMB heard weekly at 4:30 AM; WDEL hrd on elinite DX 1/28 and asked for rpts. KOOR hrd at 4AM 2/2 with test and uses 1KW; WGAC also hrd 2/2 at 3:30 with test.

ENS ALVAN N COLE-—SAN FRANCISCO CALIF. For awhile was moving around quite a bit but am set-casodx20s F P O tied down for awhile I think. Be down here on Otote, Gaum air strip for good long time. Its a darn shame I couldn't bring my SX-28 out here with me. Imagine I'll be getting an SX-25 out here in a couple weeks. Sure hope so anyway as I miss the DXing. Orly thing I've hrd in past couple months is the AFRS, They sure are doing a swell job. (OK Alvan and I got the new QRA. (2nd line-CASU(F)-12 % F P O)

ENS STEVE MANN—AT HOME ??? On this trip from San Diego thru the Canal and on up to Norfolk I have had very little chance to do any listening. Did get a couple of KKWX hours off Guatemala. In Panama however I got quite a bit of dope on Panama stations. In late afternoon in the Pacific off Guatemala the following were heard and definitely identified,-TGW 640; TGWC 1520 TGO 1140; TGN 1210; T15JMM 575; T1GPH 605; T1PG 625; T1BAS 655; T1LL 775; T1EP 825. Numerous others were audible but not time to try to identify. TGN is on 1210 kcs and NOT 1060 as listed by FCC. Other dope elsewhere. Had very enjoyable 2 days in Panama City, also enjoyed the trip thru canal which is quite a sight. In a few days I'll be home for good. Cant use my set at home as it is DC and set uses AC current. (OK Stev and good luck)

Sgt FRAN CAMERON-35053285 Bought a "RADIO WOCHE" and supposed to be correct list of European stations as of Jan 20th. APO 1 % P.M. New York NY. After seeing this list I expect to hear of you fellows picking up all kinds of TAs. The bulletins have been coming regularly but are about all the mail I have been getting. (WHAT SAY BOYS how about some letters to Fran, latest QRA is above, come on now WRITE) Denmark 240 kc Kalundburg & 1176 kc Kopenhagen; Switzerland 556 kc Beromunster 100KW; 667 kc Sottens 100KW and 1167kc Monte Ceneri; Austria-Sendergruppe West 519 kc Radio Vorarlberg 6 KW and 519 kc Radio Innsbruck 2KW; Ravag Wien (Vienna) 592 kc Sender I; and on 1312 kc Sender II; Sendergruppe Alpenland 886 kc Alpenland 100 kW; 1285 kc Graz 15 kW and 1285 kc Klagenfurt 5KW; Sendergruppe Rot-Weif-Rot 975 kc Wien I. 20 KW; 1267 kc Salzburg 5KW and 1294 kc Linz 15KW.
In France-6 48 kc Limoges 120 KW; 859 kc Strasbourg 2KW 968-Grenoble 25; 695 kc Paris 20 KW; 895 Lyon 120KW; 1040 kc Rennes 15 KW; 749 kc Marseilles 10KW; 913 Tolouse 10 KW; 1113 kc Bordeaux 10 KW.
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NORTHEASTERN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>11 V</th>
<th>25 S</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bartholomew</td>
<td>114 V</td>
<td>25 S</td>
<td>Elim Nichols &quot;KFAR&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lippincott</td>
<td>70 V</td>
<td>22 S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burnham</td>
<td>48 V</td>
<td>16 S</td>
<td>Add CS22A, Toulouse Regional-913 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nichols</td>
<td>67 V</td>
<td>12 S</td>
<td>Add WVTU-Munich-1249 kc, Elim Maguires WVTQ and Bartholomew's KSAI.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EASTERN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>11 V</th>
<th>60 S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Botzum</td>
<td>118 V</td>
<td>60 S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geary</td>
<td>69 V</td>
<td>15 S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilkinson</td>
<td>38 V</td>
<td>6 S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lippincott</td>
<td>25 V</td>
<td>4 S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R Cooper</td>
<td>25 V</td>
<td>2 S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MIDDLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>117 V</th>
<th>74 S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gustafson</td>
<td>117 V</td>
<td>74 S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown</td>
<td>41 V</td>
<td>7 S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WESTERN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>18 V</th>
<th>11 S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maguire</td>
<td>18 V</td>
<td>11 S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen</td>
<td>17 V</td>
<td>5 S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saling</td>
<td>16 V</td>
<td>5 S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A REMINDER-Boys according to rules of March 31, 1946 is the last day that you can report stations that will be eligible for this contest if they verify. You have until July 1st to get your veries back and to me for listing.

HAL WAGNER—NO GIRARD PA Well no SETH, had car trouble and he couldn't make it. Just as well I guess as lots of noise and no DX. Copied a Spick on 727 but he s/off at 10:55 PM and during a fade so don't know who it was. Rec a verie from Mr Righter for Dec check and then I rpted Jan with a card saying no need for verie but a swell newsy letter received, also wrote Miss Joan Orr of CKLA saying I was unable to hear them and again received a personal note from her saying she was sorry I couldn't hear them. Man if only all stations were like these 2, wouldn't a DXers life be a bowl of roses, but all good DX I rpted, well they just don't answer.

GRANT BATSON—WESTFIELD N Y Not much DX account of sun spots and especially on CJOR DX. 2/4 WMLT test 2:37-2:45 using voice only; 2/5 WDAD test 2:02-2:15 using cycle tones; 2/6 Got KUJ 1:50-2:02 s/off, also WSBW WRMIN KOR. 2/9 Good rpt to XEQ 9:30-10 PM R-9 here, lots of Spicks, tried to log HJCU on 720 under WGN but found a Cuban trying to lead off, so gave up. 2/10 Rather odd reception, KWSC over everything 2:31-2:46, no KTMS and got KSKY for a good rpt. Some much needed veries came, WHNC-CFQC-RRV-WATN-WDEL(yep) and finally KXYZ which wipes out a vacant spot in log. Past week pretty bad except for SUN AM for logging western stations and must apologize to Cooper Steele for not answering their cards on KSEI. Dope is accidentally caught him on 1/15 1:50-2:01 and s/off Q4 R9 over KJH, You'd never have been able to log anything on 930 that AM except KSI. Mr Henry H Fletcher, Gen Man isx verie signer. Only way to pull KSEI out on top, usually a news cast ends their broadcast. My best catch this year. XEQ has popular tunes in English.

BERNIE DUFFY—STATEN ISLAND N Y Lefty Cooper and Pete Clarious were visitors at my home on 2/9. We had a swell time. HERE is an SOS. Who was the loud station on about 870 kcs with a tenor singing songs in Spanish to accompaniment of piano at 2-2:15 AM on 2/9 when most stations were inaudible? CJAD over rides CKLW nitely 7-7@30 PM with "Make Believe Ballroom" pro.
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KERMITT GEAR-Y-WALNUTPORT PA Seven nice veries rec this week, but few rpts out. Veries from KFII by "a thankful staff" Robert F Davenport and Chester J Stuart, eng in charge. YV1B3 congratulating me on my perfect Castillian A dandy QSL card & letter from 2WL Wollongong using 500 watts; CKLN on reg sked by Miss Joan Orr mgm 22 years old (s/off at 3AM EST daily, watch for them) WAAF on reg sked by Bradley R Eldmann Mgr. and Feb s/off is 6:30 PM. CHAB amazed that I heard thru CKLW-WELO both were off and finally WATT all fine letters. Rpts out to CX16 and YV1B3 on eve reception and to XEMC Burnham, 1158 kc is Dijon, 10 Kw. To ALL INQUERING France on 1393 kc is Lyon II 15 Kw. Wish I would get my YY6E verie.

CLARENCE BURNHAM-GLOUCESTER MASS Veries in from KARM-KFWS-KIUP-KIEM-WORD-WMLT-PRB-5. Rpts to CMKY-XET-Canal Zone-WGTC-KNAK-WSTP-WCLBD-WSLB-APN-Le Harve-Dijon-1365-Italy-1357 and France on 1108 kc. PRB5 took 5 days airmail from postmark, rpt sent 12/25. Still hrd here good eves till 7PM when WOA1 takes over. In DEC CS2ZA was definitely logged twice on 1068 kc (had to use Xtal on CBA to do it) in early eve 6-6:30 PM s/off with National Anthem. EAJ8 on 1063 kc heard at same time about 5kc lower and booming in till s/off 6PM with last words of announcer being "Viva Espana Viva Franco" EAJ8 was also hrd 10 AM in a row coming on air at 2AM with march and definite call letters given. On these AMs not a whisper was hrd of CS2ZA on 1068 kc. Therefore I advised Nichols it was not CS2ZA he was hearing on 1065 but EAJ8 (also Bartholomew-Maguire etc) Here are exact words of verie from CS2ZA: "We beg to acknowledge with thanks the receipt of your letter of the 6th inst. with the report about our medium wave station CS2ZA which is quite alright. The march at the end of all our transmissions is in fact the Portuguese Nacional Anthem. Please find herewith a small photo of our buildings. We shall be very please to receive in future your remarks for our guidance" Yours faithfully Radio Club Portugues, Pela Direccao, Victor Santos. Sure my verie is different than other boys. To NICHOLS-I cannot write now but please keep the cards and letters coming and will answer later. My Dad passed away on Feb 7th. (OK F'an verie in this bulletin)

LEFTY COOPER-BROOKLYN N Y No rpts-no veries this week. Nothing much heard as the sun spot storm on THURS-FRI-SAT played havoc with the bcb. FRI AM WEXL-WJJK and other regulars were scarcely audible. XESM strong tho, FRInite hrd CMCQ on 1150 I believe. FBTS-Cuban list is far from right. Set my clock an hour too late for GJOC but the way conditions were I doubt if I could have hrd him anyway. XET was hrd on 990. Sat night made the trip to Staten Island and had a fine visit with Bernie Duffy and Pate Clarius at BERNIES home. We had a swell chat exchanged peeks at each others veries and it was a swell evening. Bernies Mother served some delicius wine. These boys have some swell veries too. You should have heard WKAQ on Bernies Hallicrafters.

DAVE THOMAS-PROCTORVILLE O IDXS has DX from "La Cac Ba" coming up, but an error in time-not ironed out as yet-error I hr between the time they gave and ours. Quoted it in EW1 yet so not know if it will change to EST or not. May also be over FIBAB on SW. Few veries in, WKEQU (also letter from CKLN and Miss Joan Orr added that she was not the Orr girl I'd met in radio work in Toronto and visited few years ago; CKLN also going to DX again. She received several rpts tho from NRC-DX on 25th. Rpts also in WLVY now been discontinued and taken over WXUJ in Cold Bay Alaska with 25 watts. WDEL-4QN-JCPA-CFQC. Who rec the NRC Prize on WXLQ DX which was offered??? Saw it was offered but who won??? No DX past week to mention, busy and away part of time. WYWB hrd 10-11 other eve tho. WNLQ been hrd, verified, sending pictures of station and pamphlet of 190 Kw experimental station. Missed CJCQ on 9th but WPAT was fine here on first DX. Looking forward to CKPG.

ALFRED E BRUCE-PHILADELPHIA PA Heard WCOL Columbus Ohio Feb 6th and they came in here very good. (OK Bruce, keep going, your veries getting high.)
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NORM MAGUIRE—ALPHASTAMFORD, CONN

Just to give your boys a reason for my absense from DXing the past 2 months. Last Sunday 2/3 we announced our engagement to Miss Pauline Perley of Port Washington, NY. Have been spending most of my weekends down there and also most of my spare time. However hope to get back to some real DXing soon as Phil has been pulling them in a little too fast for suit me, and I'll have to really work to catch up. Few veries in from Radio St Pierre as well as KALL and mighty happy to have em. (OK Norm and congratulations to you both from alldof us.)

STAN MORSSE—BRADFORD, MASS
2/4 WBZA test 1:15-1:20 for new one; AFN-Munich just like a local at 1:25; WDSU test 100W Aux Xmt. s/off 1:30; WAOV test at 2; KFQQ at 2:30-2:45 for 2 new ones; WINK at 2:45; KROD at 3; KGMB for 3rd new one at 3:30; Veries from XET-KPOP-KTHT. 2/5 Veries from XERB-KALL-WMEX finally got a self addressed stamped envelope and addressing them as WMEX Transmitter Blg, Quincy, Mass; 2/6 Verie from WSJS by Phil Hedrick; 2/7 KCOR testing this AM also WIZE at 2:35; WKVM at 3; WAGC at 3:10; WATN at 3:20; KVOP at 3:20 also and WMGA, nothing new; 2/8 Veries from KOCA-WNAD WOLS. WNAD says the pro I rhd is a new 11am time for their reg test, rhd here 1/26 till 2:32 AM, by John W. Dunn, Dir. 2/9 Veries from WCPO-WDEL-CFGC on DX. (Maybe WNAD 4th TUES?? so try try both 4th TUES and 26th of FEB boys) That is needed by a good many of us.

BILL STONE—TORONTO, ONT
DXing very poor for past 5 days due to sun spots. Did get WPAT this AM in spite of heavy fading; 2/5 CMKC test on 1250; ?? on 1450, not WAGC, did not get call; 2/6 WKHK test 1:20-3; WNHC on reg s/off at 1:30; KUSB with Special DX 2-3; CHML test 2-2:15; 2:30 WKVM on 1230 kc; WIBM on top on 1490 2:15-2:30; KCOR at 1350 all AM; 2/7 Finally got KPBC 1:50-2; WIZE test 2:30-2:45; Someone behind WCPO/WHITE on 1230; KTRB with 5 R 7 sig at 3:30-3:33; WMGA on test; WAGC at 3:35; WSSV 3:55; 2/8 A wash-out except to south & SW; 2/10 No DX away; 2/11 WPAT on NRC DX, fine show. Veries coming in nicely; WEIM-HOK (Attention Pop with E-W antenna) WLOG-WWPG with best letterhead yet except CKTB way back-WLAV-KCOR-KFW. First rpt from Canada in years. In looking over bcb contest, nice going boys, Dick will keep Pop running and Batson aint resting as you'll notice. Lots of fun and hope to catch up anything anyways.

CARROLL SETH—ERIE, PA
Since acquiring the new SX-25 have little to show for my efforts. Missed all the juicy specials-Greenland-Algiers-Newfoundland and Ecuador. They just wouldn't come thru for me. However, received my verie today from HOK as rhd on the old GE and never have I had a confirmation on such a lousy report. Bit I did hear HOK and am very happy to see they found enough for their satisfaction. Haven't had that DX get-to-gether with Hal Wagner yet due to some trouble with the car and also the sun spots discouraged us, but when we do. Concerning that poem, well I writes it, tears it up and starts again. (OK Carroll and will be waiting for that poem)

JOE BRAUNER—WILLIAMSVILLE, N.Y
DX Could have been better lately, maybe too much sun spots. Past 2 weeks have been poorest of the season. Nothing new added in catches but a few veries in, cheap cards from CJAD-KAKK an odd form verie from KBNE and nice letter from KUOM. Spent too much time working on probable Mexican behind WATG that I missed HCJB, rhd signal on 990 but didn't wait to identify it. No luck with CJOC and WPAT was not very good here, have had him better in daytime on Sunday, years ago. 2/12 Just caught end of last announcement from station on 1340 with a test at about 5:28; he then used carrier only, W's in Pa and very strong, probably WKHZ (It was) 2/8 Tried for WENT but was poorest AM of winter, not even a trace of WEXL a little of WHAT but no WENT. (Joe will write that letter soon—Pop)

LEO HERZ—CHICAGO, ILL
Sent rpts to WSPD-KSTP-WTOP and verie reported last week was KSKY not KSK. Caught you again Pop, Labor Day is Sept 2nd, so NRC Convention will be AUG 31-SEPT 1-2nd. (OK Leo thanks for the correction, I need plenty of them. So boys remember that date for NRC Convention. To SCHMOCK, write me at 723 California Terr, Chicago 14 Ill abt S-41-W.)
BOB SPENCER—BUFFALO NY  Stations this week end were pretty well covered by
noise and for some queer reason Jacksonville, Fla. came in good; WMBR on F/C
on 2/9 and WJHP hrd breaking thru on 10th in evening. I muffed CJOC, got up
at 4AM that AM for WPAT, then realized that 9th was an error in last bulletin;
but too late to hear CJOC; WPAT come in swell on 2/10, hrd only last half
as I got up late. Only rpts this week WMBR—WPAT. Nice letter verie from
WHAI—WEED has the worst verie I have seen in long time; WDEL has unique
idea of using a notary public type seal on simple but neat printed card.

PAT REILLEY—JAMESTOWN NY 2/5 Too noisy to DX; KECA with a MDT Wood pro
still going strong at 3:57; Had very pleasant visit from Tom Carberry to-
night and a real DX chin fost for about 3 hours; 2/6 No DX, noisy and my
knee bothered and raining hard outside; 2/7 KCOR mentioned my rpt at 3:16
KVOF after 3 and mentioned Addy-Batson and other NRCers for rpts of last
month; WAGC on top of WWDC at 3:20; WMGA badly WRMed by KVOF, blizzard and
noisy; 2/8 Sun spots certainly raised devil with DX today; WBNEN hardly aud-
ible at 3:23; 9/9 No DX today; 2/10 KGWE off at 4:02; WBN at 4:35; KGIR
at 3:50; WAGC most all AM; WGHM at 4:18; A spick on L460 that sounded like
XENR on MR at 3 but static bad; 2/11 WPAT was swell aloto noisy here. TIPG
is only new verie in over a week here. Correction HOK by Jose Jaen y Jaen.

AL BARTHOLOMEW—CORNING NY  Very little DX last week; reception lousy—sun
spots I guess. Radio Lyons 1393 caught & rpted on 6th and no TAs hrd since.
FAI AM WENT hrd solid on test aloto rest of band almost dead. That one fin-
ally cleans up NY State for me until some of the new ones come on air. 2
very swell veries in recently 2TM—3HA, nice letters. Overslept SAM AM so no
DX then on a party SAT night until almost daylight SUN AM so again no DX.
That AM up at 1 but reception lousy, very bad buzzing noise so back to bed.
Caught Monte Ceneri 1:130 AM TUBS AM. WKRZ testing 1340 kc at 2 AM on.

JIM DAVIS—ROCHESTER NY  Its greetings again after almost a year of inactive
reporting. Have retired from bcb DX editorship of VRC and now I find that
I have little or no time for DX due to my college days immediately ahead.
Plan to be Arch Eng. Hope to ret to DX with all you fellows after I settle
donw again. Now 18 and have DXed since I was 12, never did any serious
DX until I joined you fellow DXers in 1942. Boost a mere 300 veries but
that has been caused by my time spent at VRC Editor. Hope to keep in con-
tact with a few of you from time to time and may drop in to see you as I
Tour about the countryside, in my little 1926 Chry Biz C. So long now
gang and thanks for everything you have done for me and best of luck to
all of you till we meet again. Remember watch the Rochester Royals. (OK
Jim and good luck & you in your education, and get plenty of it—Pop)

BERNIE DUFFY—STATE ISLAND NY  I wonder if any of you fellows can help on
the 2 stations listed below. Who were the Spanish speaking stations with ty-
typical instrumental and vocal Cuban tunes on 1240 kc 2/5 from 2:30—3 AM
and on 1350 kcs on 2/7 from 3 till after 4 AM. Any help appreciated.

VINCE STASEN—PHILADELPHIA PA  On 2/6 hrd KUSD testing and QRM from KFPY;
KCOR hrd testing 2/6 and sounded like a spick with Spanish music and ann
ouncements; KABC hrd testing 2/7 and asking for rpts and promises to verify
2/9 WMPR hrd testing 1:30—1:45; WILM hrd on F/C 2/11 and WIBG testing 2/11
at 1:48; WTTO hrd s/off at 1:50 AM on 2/11 must have been on test; WPAT
had fine biz on DX sent rpt. Conditions here lousy, got 2n hand SX—24,
it's OK but conditions are awful, hope to be able to get some decent tips on
these locals but then might help some of the gang. What English station
is on 650 kcs before WSM s/on (might be LYA) that 650 kcs seems to be giv-
ing me a lot of trouble, better get something thru.

MEMBERS SERVICE FUND  On hand Dec 27 $10/15; Donations from SGT F’an
Stan Morss $2. Renewals of John Forbes—Bob Brown—Jack Quintrell—Bill
Howe—Paul Kemp—Al Maley—S Henry Frankel. Total on hand Feb 16 $6.15
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HEDLEY STIMMONDS-HAMILTON ONT Last rpt the old log stood at 1372 hrd and 1268 verified; now is 1393 hrd and 1283 verified. Stations as KCOK-KIU/KBKN-KBNE seem to have nothing to do with my antenna, also WXLQ-FQN-CLKN-WXLO-WOBU-HOK-CJOC-WHNC-KCRS-WSAB-CJQK-BPS-CJQK-WING- Algiers-CRM-KPWO-NCJB seem pass by. Have had some good ones and they are KVOP-KALL-WGKZ-WMEX-CXMEW-CPBB-WFPG-CXPC-CXR-CMKB-SKMS-KFZM. Of those long overdue are WALE 10/28 & 11/25); CMIB 11/7; WAD 11/13 & 1/5; WMEX 11/18 and f/up 2/2; XELO 11/3 and f/up 2/2; WCRS 11/23; KVOP 12/6 & acknowledged my rpt over air according to Batson; KALL 12/8-9; WGBK 12/2; CMK 12/20 and 1/28; WHIT 1/10; WWP 1/28; CFAB 1/28; CFQC on DX far from good with WIP on one side and CKFY on other; Will be looking for CJCC on the 9th and WPLA-CXKX-100-WHGB-KFZM. KLWLL hrd 1/23 was return of xmr and answer was had by 1/31, fast answer by Clinton W Knapp; WHNH hrd 11/25; 7:30-7:48 SUN AM; On 1/31 SUN 7:15 AM; and nice letter back by Frank E Knaack, Tech Dir. Swell letter from WLEE for SUN 12/2 6:29 s/on till 7 by George W McGuigan; WKEY hrd 12/9 SUN 11:20 s/on to till 8 and verie in longhand by Earl M Key, Owner & op. who says no sked F/Cs A little HELP; 1/9 Hrd on 1590-1600 2:40-2:56 AM with popular records and ann in Spanish. On 1/13 on 1240 kc 3:40-3:43 AM and sounded like KGRE Or KTRC with eqipt test; and what station on 1300 kcs opens at 7AM with Rev Fuller Revial Hour (WORK?) 1/22 on 1250 kcs Spanish ann and popular records at 4:10 AM; On 2/4 at 2:45 AM ??? in Mo on 1490 kcs testing with numbers; On 2/6-1280 kcs 3-3:21 AM testing with 1000 cycle modulation and same time musical numbers played and were cut repeatedly but could not identificate and on 2/7-1240 kcs 2:37-2:48 with classical nos and no enunciations; (Station 1/23rd on 1240 was WINN atop Tyler Hotel.) (About a Who Was It Column Hedley, would like to but if we did, there would not be much room for anything else and I believe it would lead to quite a bit of carelessness on the part of DXers who would keep a column like that full thinking that they could get ansers without much tuning)

NOTE-D COOPER-CJBC ST JOHN N B Don't list this in log books-ERROR-CJBC is key network station in Toronto for CBC on 1010 kcs. CORRECTION DICK.

WALT BISHOP-RENSSELAER N Y Sun spots bad and put stop to any test of my new 100 ft antenna. Latest stations logged WBYN-WAAB-WBFB-CJQ-WHSB-WHK-WMAL-WTAG-WQAN-WENT-CMKB-NCMKX-1CMX-1CMNL-CMCG-CFRAA-WJLB-WDOO-WDSU. Verifies in from WTRY-WFR-WTAM-KLEX-WFIL-WWAB-WBBR-WAGE. Best DX here was WJLB on reg sked; Log now 169 with 70 veries; Logged WTRY which is about 5 miles up the road on 1/12 and rec verie 2/2, must have went via Chattanooga. Hope I get better results on others, 59 of em. Sure hope to make the 46 convent.

STATION INFO by Phil Nickols

1230 KOAL Price, Utah to go here from 1450 kcs.
1230 KOKD Kodiak, Alaska with 250 watts ultd
1230 Joplin, Mo Air Time Inc 250 watts ultd
1230 Burlington, Vt 250 watts ultd
1230 Casper, Wyo 250 watts ultd
1400 Eugene, Oregon 250 watts ultd.
900 Birmingham, Ala 1 KW DAYS

640 HOK Colon, Panama La Voz De La Victor Frente 5006 6:55A-10:20P
730 HP5C Panama City Radio Miramar Via Espana
1089 HOA Panama City Radio Panamericana Mall H 57 6:30 A - 10:30 P
1250 HQ Kansas City Radio Nacional Central 96
1358 HP6J Panama City Central 169 La Voz de Panama (These by Steve Mar.
1440 H0C Panama City La Voz de Votor Eldrid 8 6:55A-10:20P occ 11PM.)

Well boys this is the works, ALSO item appearing at end of FREQ FROLICS this week PERTAINED to items for FREQ FROLICE ONLY. So please be guided. Thanks.
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WHNC Henderson NC 890 kcs NNRC 2:00 - 3:00 AM EST

This program was arranged and Lewis Hiland, ce of WHNC set time and date.

John Long-Dalton GA No CKLN for here he 1/28 or CPAB. Hrd Mr Righter with his DX for NNRC. Then on 1/30 CFQC came in with very good signal except for a carrier on part of the time. Tried for KOTA but didn't hear them this month. Wonder if they finished DX season? (Guess so John as they said they did not know if they would be on in Feb.) Hrd CMHK DX on 1/28 sent them a card. Hrd several of the boys names mentioned. Letter from HJCJ dated 12/13 telling about their DX, wonder if any of boys heard them. Carrier on WRM-ing WAAT most of time from 3 till after 4. Veries from CKRM-KCOK-CJRL on DXes- Whitebread is ce at CJRL said Terry Sands left 15 months ago. No go on CJOC too much static. Hrd KCOR several AMS this week testing. Nice letter from Mr Hoskins of FQFC also WATN. Says boys liked dedication and have asked for another program Mad 29th. Nice card from WCPO for my thank you card sent them for standing by. Hrd WPAT this AM, faded badly at times.

Larry Yarnes-San Carlos Calif The following heard:-

690 Jobki Osaka at 7:35 AM on 2/3; 970 WFLA Tampa Fla at 7:45 AM 2/3
730 Jocki Nagoya at 5:46 AM on 2/7 1305 WVTQ AFRS in Osaka 5:25 A 2/2
780 Jopk Shizukka 5:47 AM on 2/7 1350 KCOR San Antonio 5:51 2/2
960 XEFB Nueva Lareda 7:10-7:45 AM 1240 WLAG Lagrange at 6AM s/on.

Jack Schmoch-Ludington Mich Well I got my Skyrider Jr or the S-41-W and is she ever a dandy. Can listen to WKBZ 60 miles away and still have some voluey to spare. Havent been able to stay up mornings with it yet cause of school but I think I can have a little DX session with it on Frinite & Sat AM. Playing around 10 meters and have hrd west coasters, any NRC member a rig on 10 meters? if so let me know your call & freq and I will listen for you. Hope to have my own 100 w rig next winter. Wanted to put up a good antenna and asked an old fellow down the street to let me put a pole on his house, but he says no I dont want anything to do with your illegal broadcasting and no matter how I explain it that I only want it for receiving, he still says no.

Ray Edhe-Buffalo NY Not much DX lately account of not too much time and then when I did, the noise was terrible and signals not so hot. Received veries from KALL-KOK-KUJ-KILO-WHOT-WEIM-WDEL-KUTA to bring my total up to 924. Underlined new ones, WPAT hrd well and overslept on WENT test. WKRZ hrd on TUES AM after missing them SUN and they not being on MON AM. WHOT signed by Stan Neurecht, eng and says have F/C EV THURSDAY AM 2:15 to 2:30 AM EST. Reports still out to WPCT-WHA-CKGB-CFBK-KCOR-WPAT-WKRZ-WHIZ WJNO. WHIZ also came in swell on F/C-DX. Well maybe conditions will get better and a little more time to land these new ones coming on the air.

In regard to that item at the end of last weeks Freq Frolics. I should have mentioned that it only pertained to items sent for that Column. Your rpts have been swell but items for Freq Frolics have taken a trend toward any kind of info, whether it was things that had appeared a week or two before or just gossip which was of no help to the DXer in regard to logging and verifying a station. That column was started for the purpose of read info that will help members log stations. Daily Skeds-Reg F/Cs that are known to be on every month-Studio locations-C.E & Engineers names etc have no place in that column. A late s/off or an early s/on of some hard to hear station is swell. Verie signers for stations hard to verify is also welcome. Station Addresses EXCEPT FOREIGN are not at all necessary as your rpt is sent 1st class mail and if not delivered will be returned to you. We wantto give you real info in FREQ FROLICS so you fellows will try to conform with these ideas, you will be helping a lot, both NRCers & me.

CALL ASSIGNED KTMC-1400 kc McAlester, Okla. KFBI 10KW to SS/1 KW Night.